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ABSTRACT Many adolescents with ADHD show antisocial behaviour and low educational achievement. These issues have not been validated in the World Health Organization Eastern Mediterranean Region. The objective of this study was to assess the global functioning and behaviour of children with ADHD growing into adolescence 10 years after initial diagnosis. Parents were interviewed using a structured questionnaire, Conner’s Short Version Test and the Children’s Global Assessment Scale. Nearly half of our sample had low academic achievement and 36% had no friends. A quarter of the cases were smokers, one admitted abusing drugs and one had attempted suicide. One third of the sample continued to have ADHD symptoms. Adolescents with ADHD had similar school performance and peer relationships to those reported previously, but differences with regard to drug use, suicide and other impulsive behaviour. A follow-up study into adult life using a control group is recommended.
Impact du trouble de déficit de l’attention avec hyperactivité chez l’enfant : fonctionnement général et persistance des symptômes


Introduction

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is the most common psychiatric disorder encountered among children with disruptive behaviour (1). The disorder affects 3–7% of school-aged children (2). Several studies have shown the persistence of ADHD symptoms into adolescence and adult life with prevalence rates that vary according to several factors including age, gender and presenting symptoms (3–6). Some studies have suggested that symptom severity and early onset are prognostic factors regardless of treatment type (7–10). Adolescents with ADHD show academic underachievement in comparison to their non-ADHD peers (11–13). They are at increased risk of developing mental health and behavioural problems (14,15). Furthermore, social problems such as rejection by peers and inability to maintain friendships complicate the learning process further and lead to decreased motivation to study and increase the chance of school dropout (16). The presence of ADHD in childhood increases the risk of developing antisocial behaviour and substance abuse later in adolescence, which in turn increases the risk of delinquency, such as increased number of arrest records, conviction and
Prevalence data on ADHD in the Middle East vary: Saudi Arabia (16.3%), United Arab Emirates (1.0%), Qatar (9.4%), Yemen (1.3%), Oman (8.2%) and Palestine (4.3%) (18). However, published data on ADHD follow-up studies in the World Health Organization (WHO) Eastern Mediterranean Region are lacking. Data on the prevalence rate of ADHD in Bahrain are not available and outcome studies are not reported in the Region, however, it was estimated that ~20% of the new referrals had a diagnosis of ADHD at the Child and Adolescent Psychiatric Unit (CAPU) in 2011 at the Bahrain Psychiatric Hospital (19). The CAPU has been the main facility for children with psychiatric and behavioural problems in Bahrain since 1981. The Unit has a busy outpatient clinic (400 new referrals and > 2000 visits annually) and an inpatient unit/day care programme of 12-bed capacity for children aged ≤ 12 years. Bahrain is an archipelago situated in the Arabian Gulf Region, east of Saudi Arabia. It covers an area of ~765 km2, and had an estimated population of 1.37 million in 2015. Non-Bahrainis represented 52.7% of the population with a male to female ratio of 2.5.

The purpose of the present study was to assess the global functioning and behaviour of a cohort of ADHD patients in Bahrain diagnosed in childhood and later examined in adolescence.

**Methods**

This was a cross-sectional study of 46 children aged 6–8 years who were diagnosed with ADHD at CAPU in 2004–2006 based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition criteria and Conner’s Rating Scale – Revised for Parents and Teachers (2, 17). Thirty-three (71.9%) patients and their parents were interviewed in winter 2015. Thirteen (28%) of the cases were unreachable due to outdated contact details. None of the patients or their parents refused to participate. ADHD patients who had low cognitive ability (intelligence quotient
parents’ views of their children’s outcomes during the study period. The interview lasted 45 minutes. Social class was defined following a modified Hollingshead and Redlich 5-point Likert scale with class 1 being high and 5 low (22).

Ethical approval was obtained from the Research Technical and Support Committee, Ministry of Health, Bahrain. Study participation was voluntary and each participant gave signed consent.

Data analysis was mostly descriptive using IBM SPSS Statistics version 22. Counts and percentages for each distinct value found for a variable were displayed in a frequency table. The $\chi^2$ or Fisher’s exact test was used to measure the association between 2 categorical variables.

**Results**

Patients’ demographic data are presented in Table 1. Boys (n = 25) outnumbered girls (n = 8) and accounted for 75.8% of the study population, with a male to female ratio of 3: 1. The mean age at diagnosis was 7.3 [standard deviation (SD) 2.4] years and the mean current age 16.9 (1.9) years. Fourteen (42.4%) had inappropriate educational level for their age that was determined using a cutoff of 2 academic years/standards below the expected grade for their age. Twenty-five (75%) of the patients were still students, with only 2 holding a regular job, and another 6 were neither in school nor working. More than half of the patients belonged to lower social classes 4 and 5 and a quarter were from class 3. Most patients were either first or last born (85%) and had a normal delivery (82%), and more than a quarter had related parents (27%). None of the patients were engaged or married or died from accident or suicide. There was only 1 attempted suicide by overdose of paracetamol. One patient admitted using alcohol and cannabis on an irregular basis. One had legal involvement with the police after a fight at school. Over a quarter (27.3%) were current or ex-smokers. Four patients (12%) were involved in an accident/injury and another 4 were involved in a fight that needed medical attention in the year preceding their interviews. Two patients admitted having relationships with the opposite sex and 36.4% denied having close friends. One patient complained of being underweight compared to 5 (15.0%) who were overweight and 9 (27.7%) who had eating disorders. Only 3 (9%) patients had sleep-related problems.

Six cases (18.2%) received medication only, 17 (51.5%) behavioural therapy only and 10 (30.3%) combination treatment. Only 3 cases (9%) did not receive any treatment after completing their evaluation. Treatment duration was 6 months (n = 22, 66%), 1 year (n = 4, 12.1%), 2 years (n = 2, 6.1%), 3 years (n = 1, 3%) and ≥ 4 years (n = 4, 12.1%). Thirty-one (94%) parents, mostly mothers, reported improvement in their children’s conditions and the rest reported no change. The mean score for the Conner’s Test Short Version was 13.1 (4.5). The
C-GAS score was “absent–no symptoms” in 20 (60%) patients. Symptoms were present in 12 (33.4%) patients and 1 (6.6%) patient scored major impairment. Although the study sample was small we compared those who were symptom free with those who still had symptoms according to Conner’s Test Short Version, using 15 points as the threshold, and those who were impaired with C-GAS ≤ 80 points compared to those who were not impaired with C-GAS > 80, to ascertain differences between the persistent group and the dissentient group. The χ² test showed a nonsignificant P value for both comparisons.

Discussion

The gender ratio and social class of the nonrespondents were not different from the interviewed sample. The male to female ratio of 3:1 was similar to the worldwide gender representation among ADHD cohorts (23). Nearly half of the patients had educational underachievement; something expected and frequently reported in the literature (11, 14). The majority of patients were students, with a mean age of 17 years. The number of patients holding a regular job was small and comparable to that in similar age groups in other studies and national statistics (24). The social class representation among the sample was half from lower social classes and a quarter from the middle class; similar to that reported for the child psychiatry population attending the same clinic (19).

The birth history including the rate of caesarean section delivery was in agreement with internationally acceptable ratios (25). The rate of caesarean section delivery was lower by more than half that of patients with ASDs attending the same clinic (26). However, the rate of consanguineous marriages among the parents of ADHD patients was similar to that reported in the general population and among patients with ASDs (26,27).

The number of persons aged ≤ 17 years in the general population who are engaged in deliberate self-harm or who have committed suicide is small, hence it was not surprising to find a low rate of suicide among the study sample (28). Adolescents in Bahrain are permitted to obtain a driving licence at age 18 years; therefore, the question about road traffic accidents might not have been appropriate at this stage. The number of patients who abused drugs was low in comparison to that reported in western countries, although we do not have figures for this variable in the community to make accurate comparisons. The hospital records were the only available source of information about drug use and they showed a low prevalence rate of drug use among adolescents, with the vast majority aged > 18 years. Glue solvents and cannabis were the main types of drugs misused by the adolescent population. It seems that drug addiction among them is only well established after the age of 18 years due to availability and financial reasons.
The number of ADHD patients who have ever smoked was high at 27.3%, and it was even higher than that reported in the same age group in the general population (29). Adolescents who had ADHD with a focus on attention symptoms were 3 times more likely to start smoking than their unaffected peers (30,31). We should take into consideration that smoking is generally higher among men and most smokers in our study were male.

The number of patients who reported no same-sex friendship was higher (36%) than that reported for their peers in high school by school counselling services.

We do not have national figures to compare rates of eating and sleeping problems. Our figures for eating disorders among ADHD patients were similar to those in a cohort of ASD patients, however, our figures for sleep problems differed (32,33). Patients with ASDs have reported more sleep problems (40%) than ADHD patients have (9.0%) (34). Weight-related problems (18%) were similar to those reported for the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region (15.6% and 17.4% among boys and girls, respectively) (30). A recent study conducted on 1st year medical students showed a rate of sleep-related disorders of 43% compared to 9% in our sample (31). We are aware of the fact that discussing these variables can only be accurately addressed in the presence of a community control group.

Most of our patients received behaviour therapy only, while one third received a combination of both treatments. Recently, parents of ADHD patients have been requesting psychosocial treatment more often because of fear of adverse drug effects. Noncompliance to treatment is reported to be high among ADHD patients and their parents (31,35). Two thirds of our sample continued treatment for 6 months only; the percentage fell to 12% by the end of the 1st year and continued at the same rate for the next 3 years. Patients with severe impairments adhered better to follow-up appointments than those with mild or moderate symptoms.

The majority of mothers of ADHD patients reported improvement in the condition of their children. It was totally subjective in nature and no effort was made to confirm the improvement objectively by the investigators. Two thirds of the sample scored > 60 on the C-GAS, which meant no significant symptoms. However, some symptoms persisted in one third and severe impairment in 3%. This is in accordance with other reported studies (3–5).

The study had some limitations including the absence of a control group. Furthermore, the small sample size made it difficult to perform detailed analysis. Data for the 13 excluded cases might have differed from the study sample data, although the excluded cases were similar in gender.
In conclusion, our cohort of 33 ADHD cases diagnosed in childhood and followed into adolescence showed that the symptoms persisted in one third of cases. Patients were mostly students living at home with considerable educational underachievement, few friends, and were cigarette smokers. Few patients had legal issues, attempted suicide or abused alcohol or drugs. These findings can be explained by the fact that Bahrain has a low rate of suicide and aggressive behaviour. These preliminary findings need to be supported by a long follow-up study that includes a control group.
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